(This foreword is provided for information only and is not part of the draft addendum.)

**FOREWORD**

**Draft Addendum 90.1ai – Publication Draft.** This proposed addendum clarifies Table 9.3.1.1 with regard to building type by providing a footnote for multiple listed spaces. Examples of multiple listed spaces might be a University Administration Building which could be considered an “office” or a “School/University”. A Religious Dormitory could be considered as a “Dormitory” or a “Religious Building”. In the examples above the intent is to have the specific use of “Office”, and “Dormitory” apply.

**Addendum 90.1ai**

**TABLE 9.3.1.1 Lighting Power Densities Using the Building Area Method (I-P and SI Editions)**

**Building Area Type**₁ – Add a footnote to read:

₁ In cases where both general building area type and a specific building area type are listed, the specific building area type shall apply.